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The second white paper in the three-part Second Screen
and Television series pinpointed the main benefits of second
screen strategies. Whether composed of few or many initiatives,
such strategies are helping potential, occasional and regular
viewers and fans alike to discover TV shows and deepen their
engagement with them.

We also showed the potential impacts second screen expe-
riences have on TV shows, in terms of development, funding
and deployment through interactive technologies. 

A successful second screen strategy must spark interest prior
to and beyond the show’s traditional airing schedule. Most
of all, the strategy’s initiatives need to integrate seamlessly
into the show’s DNA and add real value.

“The problem with most second screen apps on the
market is that they are built to enhance activities
that do not cater to real consumer needs. This type
of application therefore fails to engage the audience.”
- Jeremy Toeman, CEO of Dijit Media (San Francisco)

Above all, second screen initiatives need to increase viewer
satisfaction, whether among potential, occasional or regular
viewers or fans, as described in the second white paper’s
first chapter on p. 5. Viacom International Media Networks
surveyed 5,000 respondents throughout North America, South
America, Europe and Eurasia and found that the most valued
second screen apps are “functional, fun and/or commu-
nity-based.”

INTRODUCTION
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Before producers and broadcasters make the necessary efforts
and investments to create and deploy a series of second
screen initiatives, the following questions must be taken into
account:

Who is the show’s intended audience?

What type of interactivity best corresponds to the
target audience’s age and multitasking habits, consi-
dering the show’s timeslot? 

What types of second screen initiatives are likely
to boost viewer engagement (see 2nd white paper,
Chapter 1, p.5)?

What will be the typical social triggers featured in an
episode – plot twists and/or interventions from commu-
nity moderators aiming to stimulate viewer interaction? *

What role will second screen initiatives play before,
during and after each airing?

How will each second screen initiative relate to the
others, and how will they measure up to competing
second screen applications? 

How will data on second screen initiatives be inter-
preted, and how will it be used to improve broadcas-
ters’ second screen offerings throughout the season?

This third and final white paper will focus on the most
innovative practices for the production, deployment and
optimization stages of second screen initiatives. These practices
can bolster a show’s brand and provide exposure to its
partners outside the show’s original timeslot and broadcasting
platform.

INTRODUCTION

Syfy Sync

* Viacom stated that a TV show should feature an average of 15 social triggers in order to increase a show’s engagement levels substantially,
while the Syfy Sync app can prompt users with at least one message every 30 seconds.

http://www.fan-gage.com/sync-of-the-week-syfy-sync-gives-defiance-fans-a-third-screen/
http://www.thedrum.com/news/2013/04/25/tv-show-should-feature-15-social-media-talking-points-says-viacom-senior-vp
http://evolumedia.ca


Following the identification of the target audience, medium,
type of interactions and the desired benefits of a second
screen strategy, producers and broadcasters generally draw
up a second screen development and pre-production plan
not unlike that of a traditional TV show. A budget and financial
plan are crucial when approaching the potential partners best
suited to support and implement a strategy’s various components.

a) Funding

As with any emerging trend, it’s hard to establish
an average cost structure for second screen productions —
especial ly since requirements for materials, technology
and human resources vary substantially from one project
to another.

In France, research firm NPA Conseil and Social TV agency
Darewin published a report in November 2012, which highlighted
the average expense ratio of a second screen initiative:
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AVERAGE COST OF ADDITIONAL CONTENT PRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS Facebook applications (starting from $6,800 *)

Mobile and Tablet applications ($41,000-$136,000)

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND MODERATION Up to 10 community managers depending on the device 
On average $680/day per community manager 

DEDICATED DIGITAL PLATFORM (WEB) $6,811 - $20,434 

EVENT-BASED CAMPAIGN (PREVIEWS, CONTESTS, ETC.) $6,811 - $68,126

ON-AIR PROMOTION $13,623  - $ 136,230 

DEDICATED PLAY ALONG APP 
(USER INTERFACE, UX & OPTIMIZATION) $109,013  - $136,230 
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*Euros converted to Canadian dollars 
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According to this report’s economic model based on French
media standards, the production of second screen initiatives
currently represents an "additional short-term cost" for producers
and broadcasters.

"Neither the broadcasters nor the producers have an
accurate idea of the costs; yet, it’s the determining
data in their decision-making process that will influence
whether or not viewers will get hooked on certain
new platforms. The impact on resources is enormous;
still, we can wrongly assume that the production
of second screen content would easily integrate into
the current production-broadcasting chain.”
- Benoit Beaudoin, Head of Interactivity, TV5 Quebec Canada

Dan Marshall, American sports media specialist for Elemental
Technologies, also observed that the second screen market
is more so in a phase of audience retention as opposed
to monetization:

“We are doing a lot of proposals worldwide for sports,
and the big question is, How do I monetize this?
At some point, there will be some monetization, but, right
now, we are consistently seeing more of a defensive
strategy: How do we use this to retain the viewership?
That is sad, because, as we move into the digital
world, I believe this experience is much more interactive
and much more valuable, and yet we haven’t figured
out a way to charge for that.” 

THE SECOND SCREEN AND TELEVISION
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BSkyB, Comcast, NBC Universal, Viacom and HBO have invested
in the second screen developer Zeebox in order to increase the

retention rate of their respective audiences

http://evolumedia.ca
http://sportsvideo.org/main/blog/headlines/2013/05/31/futuresport-first-and-second-screens-warp-into-unified-sports-experience/
http://sportsvideo.org/main/blog/headlines/2013/05/31/futuresport-first-and-second-screens-warp-into-unified-sports-experience/
http://sportsvideo.org/main/blog/headlines/2013/05/31/futuresport-first-and-second-screens-warp-into-unified-sports-experience/


b) Technology partnerships

The selection of one or more technologies will determine
whether or not full benefits can be reaped from a second
screen strategy. Technologies are usually picked up based on
how effectively they can achieve the objectives mapped out
by the said second screen strategy.

TECHNOLOGY LICENSING ACQUISITION

Under a “technology license,” a broadcaster is granted
permission to use second screen software and technology
solutions developed by a third-party provider.

Examples: white label solutions, such as Canadian
company LVL’s Purple or Visiware’s Play Along with
over 1,000 TV apps launched so far

ADVANTAGES: standard functions, including the
adoption of proven multi-purpose platforms (a mix of
games, participation and T-Commerce)

DRAWBACKS: less flexible in terms of customization;
data often limited to activation and interactions compi-
led by the provider, without considering social data or
other data specific to the given project  

THE SECOND SCREEN AND TELEVISION
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Play Along (Visiware)
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http://www.visiware.com/visiware-leading-the-2nd-screen-revolution-1-000-tv-shows-17-top-networks-25-million-viewers-2/


PARTNERSHIPS WITH GLOBAL APPS 

Global applications are platforms that can also be used
for non Social TV activities.

Examples: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram – MTV already
has 1.2 million followers on this platform, Tumblr,
etc.

ADVANTAGES: more and more broadcasters are
partnering with these platforms in order to benefit
from their power to attract, retain and gather data from
communities with millions of members; many mobile
devices are already hooked up to these applications 

DRAWBACKS: limited features, lack of control and
customization 
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MTV Movie Awards Instagram account

http://evolumedia.ca
http://mashable.com/2013/04/10/mtv-movie-awards-best-hero-instagram/
http://mashable.com/2013/04/10/mtv-movie-awards-best-hero-instagram/


PARTNERSHIPS WITH SOCIAL TV APPS 

Example: USA Networks has already syndicated its
USA Sync platform to third-party services such as
Shazam, Viggle, zeebox and NextGuide for the airing
of the 100th episode of its Psych series

ADVANTAGES: additional revenue for right-holders;
increased consumption (+13 minutes on average in
the case of Psych), increased fan engagement

DRAWBACKS: interactivity can be hard to sustain
between episodes, apart from the season premiere
and the season finale

THE SECOND SCREEN AND TELEVISION
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Tableau : © Le Groupe Évolumédia 2012

Psych Hashtag Killer Facebook application (USA Network)
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http://www.thefutoncritic.com/news/2013/04/01/usa-network-launches-the-next-phase-of-usa-sync-first-live-second-screen-content-syndication-platform-625513/20130401usa01


Other pros and cons as regards how the app is used can
lead producers and broadcasters to opt for one technology
over another:

In 2012, GetGlue, Miso, IntoNow, Shazam, ConnecTV,
Umami, Foursquare and Viggle deployed special social
experiences during the airing of the Super Bowl.
Among these, specialists observed that the Shazam
experience was less suited to this type of event.
This could be because the app requires 7 to 10
seconds of total silence to synchronize perfectly
with the ad’s audio track.

ARTE prefers Web-based interactions over second
screen interactions:

“It is easier for us to develop things as web apps.
It is not easy to get people to download an app
and then use it if you do not have anything to do
[in the app] every day or it is not constantly dynamic.”
- Gilles Freissinier, Director of Web Department
on Social TV at ARTE

Finally, in some cases, e.g., CBC’s television series Over the
Rainbow , second screen Web init iatives generated more
interactions than Twitter or the show’s own dedicated second
screen app.

1. PRODUCTION
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c) Advertising strategies

Advertisers who share the same market as the one targeted
by second screen producers have important decisions to make
based on possible audience growth and potential increases
in viewer interactions.

Other criteria need to be met in order to offer a fluid,
coherent and enriching advertising experience to multitasking
viewers:
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MAIN SECOND SCREEN SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES  
TV DEDICATED APPS & WEB SOCIAL NETWORKS

Hashtags
‘Cliffhanger’ Ads with 

User-determined Outcomes
Encoded T-Commerce 
On-screen Goods

Gamification

Augmented-reality Ads 

Viewership Loyalty Programs 

Sponsorship of Dedicated Apps 

Sponsorship of exclusive interactive features 

Sponsorship of complimentary videos on
YouTube/Vimeo, etc.

Content
Votes

Dedicated Social Accounts and
Program/Episodes / Character

Pages 
Sponsorship of Exclusive Content
on Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, etc.
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ON-SCREEN SYNCHRONIZED INTERACTIVE
ADS

These are ads through which advertisers entice TV viewers
to expand their real-time ad experiences by using an app, Web
site or social platform.

Examples: In the United Kingdom, Mercedes-Benz
encouraged their Twitter followers to use different
hashtags to determine the conclusion of their three-
part fan fiction ad series aired during commercial
breaks of X-Factor. In France, TV channel M6 and
MediaCom orchestrated the synchronized integra-
tion of enriched second screen ad components
when the new Coccinelle Cabriolet car appeared on
screen during episodes of the Turbo show.

ADVANTAGES: offers an integrated experience and
introduces non-intrusive micro-events to the overall
TV experience 

DRAWBACK: limited to the number of commercial
breaks during the original broadcast 

COMPLEMETARY ON-SCREEN AD EXPERIENCES

These are second screen advertising experiences designed
to capitalize on a show’s appeal during and between commercial
breaks.

Example: French channel M6 revamped its umbrella
second screen app in order to “be able to do and
say more without having to comply with federal
norms in terms of TV programs, whether for ad-
vertising, sponsorship or promotion.”

ADVANTAGE: non-restrictive opportunities in terms
of first-screen ad slots 

DRAWBACK: could potentially disturb the overall
TV experience 
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Enriched advert via M6 Replay second screen app
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http://www.brandchannel.com/home/post/2012/10/02/Mercedes-Benz-YouDrive-Twitter-Innovation-100212.aspx
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SPONSORED APPS

These are one or several TV apps and exclusive features
displaying the logo of one or several commercial partners."

"The fact that our Hockey Night in Canada app is
sponsored by Budweiser proves that we are willing to
collaborate with advertisers who want to experiment
with us within this ecosystem. I am convinced that
we can produce worthwhile experiences for the viewer
using sponsored content during the airing of a show.
How else can we draw viewers deeper into our stories
and connect them with our brands without sacrificing
innovation? Exactly; our job is to find new ways to
do so.”
- Tessa Sproule, Director of Interactive Content at CBC

Advertisers or partnering agencies will also contribute to
determining, along with the producers and broadcasters,
how ads will be integrated into second screen initiatives
throughout the original broadcasting run.

Example: In the United States, Samsung, the main
sponsor of the Social Dugout application, which was
specially developed for the TBS network’s baseball fans,
was the only advertiser to gain exposure during the
commercial breaks of Major League aired games.
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Sponsor Samsung has exclusive promotional 
visibility in TBS’ application Social DugOut

http://evolumedia.ca
http://kwarter.com/
http://kwarter.com/


MEASURING THE IMPACT

The second screen has opened new pathways to untapped
audiences and has provided new ways to reach them, as
recorded in a recent study conducted by the Conseil
supérieur de l’audiovisuel (France). Ad agencies are increa-
singly interested in this new phenomenon and are looking
to home in on second screen experiences that can generate
real-time, personalized, geolocalized behavioural data.

Finally, the second screen connects brands to social platforms
and apps to add even more value to their relationship with
the consumer, far beyond the traditional TV framework.

“The real challenge is for […] brands. They will boost
Social TV in the next few months, with or without
broadcasters, by the way. For advertisers, it’s all
about building an image of modernity and innovation.
In that regard, we’ll be able to offer experiences that
are more immersive. More and more, brands will have
to adopt this as a defensive strategy. The increase in
multitasking viewers is a clear sign that people do not
actually watch commercials at all […] Brands will have
to capitalize on the second screen, and I am not sure
if the interfaces offered by broadcasters will suffice.
They undoubtedly will want to make more powerful,
experiential things." 
- Thibault Celier, Media Director, Agence KindofTV 
(France)
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MAIN PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS OF A SECOND 
SCREEN AD CAMPAIGN

Interaction ratio surrounding dedicated hashtags
or the terms related to a brand before, during or
after the original broadcast

Number  of  votes re lated to  an ad contest
dur ing a show

Number of views of exclusive ads on social
platforms during the broadcast of special events

Number of second screen apps or sponsored
feature act ivat ions 

Number of hits on the sponsor’s Web site, Twitter
or Facebook page after the campaign

http://evolumedia.ca
http://www.observatoiredessmarttv.com/acteurs/inventer-des-experiences-tv-innovantes-interview-de-thibault-celier-directeur-media-novedia-group-kindoftv/
http://www.observatoiredessmarttv.com/acteurs/inventer-des-experiences-tv-innovantes-interview-de-thibault-celier-directeur-media-novedia-group-kindoftv/
http://www.csa.fr/Etudes-et-publications/Les-etudes/Les-etudes-du-CSA/Premiere-approche-de-la-television-sociale
http://www.csa.fr/Etudes-et-publications/Les-etudes/Les-etudes-du-CSA/Premiere-approche-de-la-television-sociale


d) Integration and coordination

As shown on page 15 of this series’ second report, show-
runners and writers are no longer solely responsible for the
creative thrust of TV shows. 

Advertiser and app developer contribution must be coherently
coordinated with that of broadcaster marketing and program-
ming departments throughout the production, distribution and
optimization stages of a second screen initiative.
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LIST OF COMMON STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED IN SECOND SCREEN INITIATIVES
STAKEHOLDERS INPUT
Scriptwriters/Showrunners

Directors

Comedians/Hosts/Deba-
ters/Journalists

Other Artistic Contributors 

Create concepts that naturally call for interactivity
Engage in social conversations before, during and after each broadcast 
Focus on multiplatform and social exploitation of characters, lines, situations, etc. of a TV
show—in collaboration with broadcasters 
Key second screen contributors, for each step. Editorial extension of a television experience

Technology Partners (applica-
tion developers)

Ad Partners

Commercial Partners

User-Experience Designers

Implement f luid, innovative and non-intrusive experiences in order to offer the fan added
value without alienating occasional viewers or those who do not multitask while watching TV 
Capital ize on social platform and second screen app features dedicated to a show in a
creative manner
Create original branding around exclusive features that offer experiences that differ from
the shows they are aff i l iated with 

Broadcasters (including crea-
tive media departments, pro-
gramming, marketing and
digital platform departments)

Social activity measurement
services related to the pro-
grams

Promote and popularize the interactive features exploited by second screen apps affiliated with
the shows
Create and lead distinctive, attractive social gatherings that add value to the affiliated TV show
Create and promote a back-to-back lineup of TV shows that offers an enriched complementary
experience
Analyze a show’s impact measurement data (social activity, clicks, activation of a second screen
app, page views and views on dedicated platforms) in order to adjust the second screen strategy and,
if necessary, certain components of the show

http://evolumedia.ca
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The advent of Social TV and synchronized second screen
experiences has also prompted a few TV networks to train
staff to better navigate the environment or recruit second
screen specialists equipped with both scriptwriting, UX designing
and social marketing skills. 

After completing beta testing and acquiring early adopter input,
producers and broadcasters must identify the most effective
ways to relay their second screen initiatives to their target
audience. Viewers usually prefer simple-to-use initiatives that
create a buzz around a show through rewarding interactions
during and after airing. 

1. PRODUCTION

CW Cult is the post-broadcast talk show of the CW series Cult.

HypeMeter second screen app by ESPN displays users favorite
competitors in real time

http://evolumedia.ca


a) Activation

Launching a second screen initiative before a show‘s initial
broadcast has become a common strategy used in the TV
industry to "create a buzz and a potential fan base," as shown
in the second report of this series (Chapter 2, p.13). 

This step, which, more often than not,  takes place way before
the original airing, remains an opportunity to collect and
analyze data on a second screen initiative’s performance in order
to make improvements through regular updates.

Specialty channel Oxygen, a subsidiary of NBCUniversal,
shared 30-second video anecdotes from their fans about
favorite tattoos through Facebook and its umbrella
application over a month before the airing of its
series Best Ink

USA Network invites fans of the series Psych to
meet on Twitter an hour before the airing of an
episode in order to share predictions about the
story’s direction, complete a quiz or send out digital
pictures (GIFs, etc.)
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Best Ink Stories (Oxygen)
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b). Promotion and Demonstration

No matter how innovative and inclusive, a second screen
initiative must be consistently promoted on TV, online and
through other second screen initiatives to yield anticipated
benefits. The promotional cycle for an initiative starts before
the airing of the first episode and continues throughout the
entire season of a show. 

The BBC publishes a weekly listing of TV programs
that draw upon features activated by their Red Button
interactive service

Along with effective distribution and promotion, some vulgari-
zation efforts are necessary to inform current and potential
users of their role within the interactive experience. Viewers
also must be able to identify the benefits associated with
a second screen initiative before, during and after the airing
of a show.

"In order for a second screen initiative to be successful,
it needs to be an integral part of the show, obviously
and instantaneously. Surveys and polls are two powerful
engagement drivers that successfully mobilize the
second screen viewership over the medium term,
whether during a program or during the ads
associated with a program.” 
- Kelly Moulton, VP, North America at never.no (New York)
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The second screen app interface developed by the BBC 

for its coverage of 2012 music festivals
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c) Managing the interactive experience

Once the user downloads an application and understands
the role he will play in the interactive experience, the second
screen producers, broadcasters and advertisers must make
sure he will profit from each interaction. 

Whether users will engage with a second screen initiative on a
regular basis is usually determined by the producers’ ability to
maintain constant interest, often through simple interventions.
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TYPES OF INTERVENTIONS INCREASING
THE ACTIVATION RATIO OF A SECOND
SCREEN APP
Creation and use of thematic hashtags 

Calls-to-action and votes 

Moderation of comments  posted by TV shows’ crew and fans
on social platforms

Live games and surveys adapted to the users’ familiarity
with the show

References to daily or weekly news topics

Interactivity data displayed on opening screen

Fox created their Fan Meter to show American Idol voting
results in real time 

Toon Feud and Les P’tits Génies, the first second screen apps
developed by the English and French Teletoon Retro channels,
allow users to answer quizzes while watching classic cartoons 

Rewards for loyalty and/or sharing

Users of the Canadian Degrassi app can watch free episodes
by earning points through participating in thematic games

USA Network added a live segment in the last few minutes
of the sitcom Modern Family where viewers are rewarded
for getting the most points via a second screen app during
broadcasts

http://adage.com/article/media/usa-marketing-modern-family-original/241279/
http://adage.com/article/media/usa-marketing-modern-family-original/241279/
http://blog.muchmusic.com/degrassi-preview-plus-news-on-the-degrassi-app/
http://www.channelcanada.com/canadian-channels/specialty-channels/teletoon-retro/teletoon-retro-launches-toon-feud-a-family-friendly-second-screen-trivia-game
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/27/arts/television/american-idol-fans-can-now-tweet-their-views.html?smid=tw-nytimesarts&_r=3&
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/27/arts/television/american-idol-fans-can-now-tweet-their-views.html?smid=tw-nytimesarts&_r=3&
http://evolumedia.ca


d) Optimization

As mentioned in the second report of the series (Conclusion,
p.20), the effectiveness of a second screen strategy can be
evaluated in real time based on certain factors: 

The compilation and analysis of data based on app
activations and use

The number of TV show recommendations and fans 

The social activity around a TV show

Page views on Web sites associated with a TV show 

Adjustments can be made based on the results of this data
to further increase current and potential users’ interest in
these initiatives.

“Measuring a TV show’s audience according to the level
of engagement on social media enables broadcasters
to better understand their audience by plugging into the
core of the viewer experience. It’s like a focus group,
but with thousands of people in the room interacting
with TV content. This valuable information both serves
to optimize the promotional efforts and optimize the
programs themselves.”
- Laurent Maisonnave, President, Seevibes (Montréal)
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SECOND SCREEN DATA OUTCOMES THROUGHOUT THE OPTIMIZATION CYCLE
SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

The data informs decisions on the right
type of ad intervention 

Comments on social networks can
direct producers to readjust the
dynamic of a show (atmosphere,
rhythm, etc.) around the situations and
characters or contestants generating
the most interest on social media

The data can help developers update their
applications’ features 

They can also play a role in the broadcas-
ters’ decision to bring back a series for ano-
ther season or not

The statistics can show whether a correlation
exists between an initiative’s performance and
fluctuations in ratings

They can also play a part in continuing, exten-
ding, improving or discontinuing advertising
agreements 

They may serve as a model for the production
and integration of future second screen initiatives
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The previous chapters have shown that a well-considered
second screen strategy must have clear, valuable and quanti-
fiable objectives in order to generate expected benefits.
We then demonstrated that the development, launch, promotion,
management and optimization of second screen initiatives rely
heavily on the process of evaluating and selecting the right
advertising and tech partners as well as proper co-ordination
before, during and after a show airs.

At the time that the first white paper of the series was relea-
sed, we asserted that (Chapters 4 and 5, p. 20-22) today’s
framework would be conducive to an increase in second
screen activities.  However, as second screen offerings are be-
coming increasingly divergent, broadcasters must deal with
unstable usage rates, as indicated in the Gfk’s How People
Use Media report:

Only one out of the average 22 applications down-
loaded by connected device owners is associated
with a TV show or channel

50% of downloaded second screen apps are activated
during the airing of an episode; only 12% of users
activate these second screen apps more than once
or on a regular basis

The current discrepancies between platforms and the techno-
logies used to produce, activate and optimize second screen
initiatives have prompted broadcasters such as the BBC to
make an attempt at standardizing second screen solutions.
The Frank N. Magid Associates firm concluded in its recent
report that the issues related to regulation and confidentiality
are likely to counteract technological advances in second
screen tools. In spring 2013, Shazam developed a new syn-
chronization technology that does not require manual inter-
vention from users. This technology, which recognizes TV audio
and music tracks, is one of the solutions recently developed
to alleviate this problem. 

“The second screen market is currently at a cross-
roads. The developers are solely focused on the
needs of five distinctive types of clientele: users,
platforms, channels, social networks or advertisers.
They should rather concentrate on delivering two
large app categories: overall experiences and im-
mersive experiences."
- Robert Tercek, Founding president of the General
Creativity firm (Los Angeles)

Nevertheless, media groups that have invested substantial
funds into enriched second screen viewing experiences and
customer loyalty programs have seen the best results, judging
by various recent business models.
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http://www.theverge.com/2013/5/23/4357814/shazam-pad-now-tags-music-tv-shows-without-user-input
http://tbivision.com/news/2013/03/bbc-calls-for-second-screen-standards/53282/
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/198224/viewers-may-like-the-idea-of-tv-network-apps-more.html#axzz2QkQkJuEr
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/198224/viewers-may-like-the-idea-of-tv-network-apps-more.html#axzz2QkQkJuEr


PREMIUM ACCESS: MLB.TV had 3 million monthly
$19,99 subscriptions this year for MLB AtBat, a
mobile application with second screen functionalities
used during the airing of baseball games

MASSIVE PROMOTION OF AN UMBRELLA APP: Bravo
programming that incorporates active participation
through the Watch What Will Happen Live app attracts
13 % more viewers than other shows on that channel

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: Through its BBC
WorldWide Labs, the BBC is investing in the production
of new technological solutions likely to improve TV
and social experiences

The three reports in the Second Screen and Television White
Paper series have demonstrated how second screen initiatives
can attract an increasing number of partners while encouraging
innovation and allowing content to reach broader audiences. More
and more viewers, in Canada and beyond, are joining and using
social platforms or downloading applications to enjoy an enhan-
ced TV experience. 

"I’m not sure that the term second screen is even valid
anymore. What I think we all need to look at now is a
unified, interactive experience of all the platforms
— regardless of devices."
- Daniel Shichman, CEO at WSC Sports

According to Gary P. Yates, Founder of StoryLabs.us, creators
should keep in mind that they are primarily dealing with global
communities of interest that are already evolving in a more or
less formal and active manner. The current challenge for right-
holders, ad agencies, tech companies and social networks
is to find the best way to frame and increase their passion
for TV shows through simple, useful and innovative companion
experiences. 
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Watch What Happens Live (Bravo)

MLB atBat

http://evolumedia.ca
http://www.personalizemedia.com/rebooting-2nd-screen-social-tv-interactive-tv-3-0/
http://sportsvideo.org/main/blog/2013/05/31/futuresport-first-and-second-screens-warp-into-unified-sports-experience/
http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/multiplatform/bbcw-reveals-second-labs-wave/5056860.article
http://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/news/multiplatform/bbcw-reveals-second-labs-wave/5056860.article
http://tvbythenumbers.zap2it.com/2013/04/02/bravo-greenlights-17-new-and-18-returning-unscripted-series/176000/
http://sportsvideo.org/main/blog/2013/05/31/futuresport-first-and-second-screens-warp-into-unified-sports-experience/#sthash.7wsTYCI9.dpuf
http://sportsvideo.org/main/blog/2013/05/31/futuresport-first-and-second-screens-warp-into-unified-sports-experience/#sthash.7wsTYCI9.dpuf


This third report concludes the Second screen and TV White Paper series. It is our hope that this series, centered
around specific themes and the latest industry developments, gradually gave you access to strategic information.

Evolumedia is grateful to have been able to put together this series in close collaboration with The Canada Media Fund
and Director of industry and market trends Catalina Briceno.

We’ve also been privileged to receive financial support from The SODEC and the contribution of Director of strategic
development and new technologies Catherine Boucher . 

A huge thank you goes out to Charles S. Roy, Content Director at Evolumedia Group, and Benoit Galarneau, President
of Backriver.tv, for their work in research, writing and analysis.

Thanks also to our peer reviewers Benoît Beaudoin , Head of Interactivity, TV5 Québec Canada , Alexandre Gravel ,
producer and partner at Toast Studio, as well as Marie-Josée Lachance, Digital Media Consultant, which helped us
to deliver a document conforming to the expectations of our readers and partners.

We would also like to thank Jean-Pierre Croquet for the graphic design and layout of the whole series, Magdalene Ayuk
for the English translation and Sarah Mohattane for coordinating the project. 

Last but not least, a special thank you to you and the hundreds of readers who, we hope have fully benefitted from
the information we provided throughout this series. 

Gilbert Ouellette
President
Evolumedia Group

@evolumedia
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